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ABSTRACT: Almost 19% of deaths in India in the year 2015 were attributed to Cardiovascular Diseases (CVD). Early 
detection and prediction of CVD is very important for patients’ treatment and doctors’ diagnose which can help to 
reduce mortality. Computational intelligence and Data mining plays an important role in the field of heart disease 
prediction. Thus, there arises a need to develop a support system for detecting heart diseases in a patient. Unexpected 
acute events have resulted in much affliction as well as high treatment costs. The latter are now reaching unsustainable 
levels and are becoming huge burdens even for developed countries. Early prediction and intervention would therefore 
be of huge benefit to society. In this paper, we propose efficient data mining techniques toselect the best features 
withthe lowest costs and shortest times and machine learning algorithms to achieve the accuracy. This technique will 
help to reduce the work load and cost for patients as well as health care unit. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Heart disease is the form of cardio-vascular disease whichis prevailing in the whole world like a wave and becoming 

abigger cause of deaths. Latest statistics suggest that in India, there are roughly 30 million heart patients and according 
to Mr. KK Aggarwal, the President of Heart Care Foundation of India this number will continue to increase due to 
things like stress, unhealthy eating habits, lack of physical exercise, lack of sleep and dependence on alcohol and 
cigarettes [14].. 

Cardiovascular diseases (CVD) are a class of diseases that involve heart and blood vessels. Cardiovascular diseases 
include coronary artery diseases (CAD) such as angina andmyocardial infarction (commonly known as a heart 
attack)[12].Earlier methods of predicting Heart disease included doctor’s examination or number of medical tests such 
as ECG, Stress Test, and Heart MRI etc. Nowadays, Health care industries contain large amount of heath care data, 
which contains hidden information. This information is useful for making effective decisions. 

Nowadays, Data mining techniques are playing a vital role in the biomedical field as they are used to explore, 
analyze and extract medical data using complex algorithms in order to discover unknown patterns [13]. Data Mining 
has two primary goals- prediction and description. Prediction involves using some variables or fields in the data set to 
predict unknown or future values of other variables of interest. Description, on the other hand, focuses on finding 
patterns describing the data that can be interpreted by humans. 

Researchers are using data mining techniques for the diagnosis of many diseases such as heart disease, diabetes, 
stroke and cancer and many data mining techniques together with machine learning algorithms have been used in the 
diagnosis of heart disease with good accuracy. 

Machine learning algorithms are useful techniques to extract flexible and comprehensible knowledge from huge 
datasets. Theseare less complicated to implement and their results are more easily understood to users. Machine 
learning techniques deal with a mix of quantitative, qualitative, missing or noisy data so common on engineering. 
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II. RELATED WORK 
 
There have been a huge number of articles conducted on Data sets of cardiovascular diseases based on data-mining 

methods. 
AnkitaDewan and Meghna Sharma proposed a prototypewhich can determine and extract unknown 

knowledge(patterns and relations) related with heart disease from a pastheart disease database record. It can solve 
complicatedqueries for detecting heart disease and thus assist medicalpractitioners to make smart clinical decisions 
whichtraditional decision support systems were not able to. Byproviding efficient treatments, it can help to reduce costs 
oftreatment. This work could use an efficient optimizing technique to further improve its accuracy and apply in the 
predictions of various applications[4]. 

MajidGhonjiFeshkiandOmidSojoodiShijani of Islamic Azad University used feature ranking on effective factors of 
disease related to Cleveland clinic database and by using Particle Swarm Optimization as well as Neural Network Feed 
Forward Back Propagation, 13 effective factors reduced to 8 optimized features in terms of cost and accuracy. The 
assessment of selected features of classified methods also showed that PSO method along with Neural Networks of 
Feed Forward Back-Propagation has the best accurate criteria of the rate of 91.94% on these features. This method can 
be extended to increase the accuracy using Data Mining techniques.Theresa Princy. R and J. Thomas of Christ 
University faculty of engineering gave the surveyabout different classification techniques used for predictingthe risk 
level of each person based on age, gender, Bloodpressure, cholesterol, pulse rate. The patient risk level is classified 
using datamining classification techniques such as Naïve Bayes, KNN, Decision Tree Algorithm, and NeuralNetwork. 
etc., Accuracy of the risk level is high when usingmore number of attributes. In future, thenumbers of attributes could 
be reduced and accuracy would beincreased using some other algorithms [5]. 

Ahmad Mohawish, RaginiRathi, and VibhanshuAbhishek explored the application of the Framingham Risk Model to 
predict CHD (Coronary Heart Disease) risk using a limited set of attributes present in a health risk assessment (HRA) 
dataset from a digital health company. HRAs often fail to capture all the needed attributes of the Framingham Model, 
that significantly affect CHD risk [6]. In order to improve the accuracy of prediction while continuing to achieve high 
HRA completion rate, it is recommended that the factors used in Framingham study should be chosen in an accurate 
way. 

Raid Lafta, Yan Li and Vincent S. TsengofUniversity of Southern Queensland developed an intelligent 
recommender system, which uses an innovative time series prediction algorithmto provide recommendations to heart 
disease patients inthe tele-health environment. Based on analytics of each patient’s medical tests in records, the system 
provides the patient with decision support for necessity of medical tests [7]. It can further be improved to predict the 
ability of the algorithm in order toenhance the precision and workload saving performance. 

M.A.Jabbar, B.L Deekshatulu and Priti Chandra attempted to increase the predictive accuracy of the Naïve 
Bayes to classify heart disease data by using discretization method and genetic search. Genetic search is used for 
optimization problem. The proposed approach can further be enhanced [8]. 

Syed Umar Amin, KavitaAgarwal, Dr.Rizwan Begof Integral University presents a technique forprediction of heart 
disease using major risk factors. Thistechnique involves two most successful data mining tools, neuralnetworks and 
genetic algorithms. The hybrid systemimplemented uses the global optimization advantage of geneticalgorithm for 
initialization of neural network weights. Thelearning is fast, more stable and accurate as compared to backpropagation. 
The system was implemented in Matlab andpredicts the risk of heart disease with an accuracy of 89% which can 
further be improved using other techniques [9]. 

B.V. Baiju and R.J. Remy Janet of Hindustan University, have applied Naïve Bayes data mining classifier 
technique which produces an optimal prediction model using minimum training set. Data mining is the analysis step of 
the Knowledge Discovery in Databases process (KDD). Data mining involves use of techniques to find underlying 
structures and relationships in a large database. Using medical profile such as age, sex, blood pressure and blood sugar 
it can easily be predictedabout the likelihood of patients getting heart disease [4]. The paper has evaluated the 
performance of new classification approach that usesthe experienced Doctor’s knowledge to assign the weight to each 
attribute. More weight is assigned to the attribute having high impact on disease prediction. The accuracy can be 
improved by adding other required features [10]. 

J.E.Nalavade, M.L.Gavali, N.D.Gohil and S.C.Jamale of Sinhgad Institute of Technology uses neural network, 
a professional methodology for the extraction of easiest patterns from the heart disease warehouses for heart attack 
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prediction. Data warehouse is preprocessed in sequence to make it easy for the mining process. Processing gets 
finished, then heart disease warehouse is clustered with aid of K-means clustering algorithm, which will extract data, 
appropriate to heart attack from warehouse [11]. Thefrequent patterns applicable to heart disease are mined with aid of 
the algorithm from data extracted. The patterns important to heart attack prediction are selected on basis of the 
significant weight. The neural network is well trained with selected significant patterns for effective heart attack 
prediction system. It has implemented the Multilayer Neural Network with Back-propagation training algorithm. 
Results obtained have illustrated that designed prediction system is capable of predicting the heart attack more 
effectively. The future work is intended to apply on high performance client server or parallel processing computer and 
optical neural network as a classifier model [3]. 

III. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK 
 
 
 UCI Data                                     Data 
 
  Set                                          Set 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                                               Accuracy 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig 1: Proposed Framework for prediction of heart disease. 

 
There have been numerous ways to predict the risk of heart disease, Fig 1 shows thebasic flow of prediction that is 

followed. 
 

A. Database of Patients: 
 

The database of patients is collected and the most accurate and major attributes and feature which help in predicting 
heart disease such as: age(in years),sex(m/f),chest pain type(typical angina, atypical angina, non angina , 
asymptomatic),resting blood pressure(in mmHg),cholesterol(mg/dl), high fasting blood sugar(1/0),resting 
electrocardiographic results(1/0), maximum heart rate achieved, resting heart rate , exercise induced angina(1/0), St 
depression induced by exercise relative to rest,number of color vessels, obesity, thal(3=normal, 6= fixed defect, 
7=reversible defect) are considered. 
 
B. Analysis of Data: 

 
It is one of the most important steps as the data in the database contain most of the redundant and noisy data. So by 

analysis of data, data cleaning, data integration can be performed to fill up missing values, remove the redundant data 
because handling missing value and redundant data would lead to incorrect output. 

Pre-
processingunit 
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C. Optimization of Algorithm: 

Various algorithms can be applied here to explore the best attribute which will evaluate the fitness value which is 
assigned to each attribute(individual). Algorithms which can be used can be PSO, Genetic Algorithm, Ant Colony 
Optimization, and Artificial Neural Network or may be the hybrid of any of these algorithms. 

 
D.Prediction Engine: 

Predicts whether the person has a heart disease or will suffer in future. 

IV. CONCLUSION 
 

Diagnosis of heart disease by using machine learning methods is one of the challenges in the health field.Various 
Data mining techniques and classifiers are discussed in many studies which are used for efficient heart disease 
prediction. Different technologies give different precision depending on a number of attributes considered. These 
systems improve the quality of clinical evidence-based decisions and help reduce the financial and timing cost taken by 
patients. All the techniques discussed could prove valuable in helping to address some of the challenges associated with 
reducing the expected healthcare spending due to CVD by informing, engaging and empowering individuals to actively 
participate in modifying their most significant risk factors for CVD. Hence, understanding the usefulness of data 
mining for early diagnosis of various heart diseases becomes important. 
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